STRENGTHENING THE INSTITUTIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL FRAMEWORKS OF NSS: MONGOLIA
DIFFICULTIES, CHALLENGES

LEGAL FRAMEWORK:
• Working on the amendment of the law on statistics;
• Statistical council- empower the council’s role and responsibility;
• UN Fundamental principles of official statistics are not fully enforced at ministerial level.

DATA INTEGRATION:
• Access to the other government databases at statistical purpose;
• Special regulations, strong coordination among government organizations and use of databases, required;
• Ensure quality for other producers of official statistics

OTHERS:
• Professional independence and confidentiality of data at ministerial as well as lowest territorial level.
• Build and strengthen capacities as a whole system
• Collaboration with users
NSS REVIEW, ITS SIGNIFICANCE

- In 2014- Global Assessment for NSS of Mongolia
- In 2023- the National Statistics Review (in progress)

A SYSTEMATIC DIAGNOSTIC TOOL FOR A COMPREHENSIVE PICTURE OF THE NSS

- What have we accomplished?
- Now, where we are?
- Right direction for further activities!
FURTHER ACTIVITIES

• To complete the NSS review
  • Assessment for the progress since the previous Global Assessment was conducted;
  • Prioritize the suggestions and outputs;
  • Systematically apply in the implementation (for NSDS and annual action plan)

• To submit the law on statistics amendments to the parliament
• To implement government integrated database activities
• To enhance the systematic quality assurance activities for official statistics
  • Quality of primary data-local level
  • To strengthen the coordination between other data producers and user side
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION